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Objectives of eBRAM

1. To facilitate deal making and cost-effectively prevent disputes involving any countries and parties (including countries and parties that are in any way relevant to China’s Belt and Road initiative).

2. To serve as a technology-enabled international platform for deal making and dispute resolution including through negotiation, arbitration and mediation served by amongst others Dispute Resolver and other persons as the Board may nominate that facilitates deal making.

3. To prevent disputes and disputes resolution utilizing information technology means for parties with or without physical presence in Hong Kong or a place where any one of the parties to a deal or dispute are located.

4. To protect personal data, non-personal data and confidentiality.

5. To provide domain-specific language translation technology.
Cost-effective and secure, with confidentiality and privacy by design, serving the Belt & Road & beyond!
eBRAM supports deal making

**E-CONFERENCE**
Platform for the parties to negotiate in a cross-border deal

**ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY**
Technology such as BlockChain, Real-time translation to support deal making

**SUPPORT FROM HK LEGAL PROFESSIONS**
Connect the large and diversified legal pool and other professional sectors to those in need
FLEXIBILITY
Anytime, anywhere with a computer
KEY BENEFITS FROM RESOLVING CROSS-BORDER DISPUTES USING EBRAM CENTRE AND ITS ODR SYSTEM

TIME AND COST SAVING

✓ Often less expensive than traditional process
✓ Especially useful when parties are located in different, remote or multiple jurisdictions
✓ Save management’s time
✓ Use of technology and central electronic platform to assist document exchange
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LESS FORMAL
MORE FRIENDLY
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MAINTAIN AMICABLE RELATIONSHIP/GUANXI
1\textsuperscript{st} in Rule of Law

- HK ranked \#1 freest economy for 24 years by the Heritage Foundation
- 2018 Index of Economic Freedom - HK ranked \#1 for the 24th consecutive year
- 2018 International Arbitration Survey – HK ranked \#4 in the world

More about eBRAM
We welcome you to join us and contribute!
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